1. Procedure Detail

1.1. Purpose

Provides guidelines for the operator initiated blocking of ancillary service (AS) awards and the disqualification of ancillary services capacity in the HASP and before the real-time market to replace day-ahead awarded ancillary services that become unavailable due to transmission constraints, generation limitations or resource ramping constraints. The blocking of ancillary service awards and the resulting disqualification of ancillary services awarded in the IFM that are not deliverable in real-time ensures that the ancillary services awarded are available when called upon in real-time to meet reserve requirements as required by NERC and WECC reliability standards. If there is insufficient time for the real-time market to replace blocked day-ahead awarded but unavailable ancillary services, additional ancillary services must be procured in the HASP and real-time market to replace the unavailable ancillary services.

1.2. Day-Ahead Ancillary Service Blocking

Refer to CAISO Operating Procedure 1210 Running the Day-Ahead Market, Section 3.1.6

1.3. Real-Time telemetry failure on a resource carrying reserves

Upon the loss of telemetry from a resource providing ancillary services:

### CAISO Generation Desk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.   | If the resource is providing regulation,  
      |   - **Immediately** block regulation up and down until telemetry is restored per “Real-Time Ancillary Service Blocking/Buyback” section below. |
| 2.   | **Call** the SC and inform them that the affected resource’s telemetry has failed:  
      |   - **Request** that the SC manually update (man rep) the resource’s output while they attempt to restore the resource’s telemetry.  
      |   - **Notify** the RIG Engineering group of the loss of telemetry on the affected resource(s) as necessary. |
| 3.   | If the SC cannot or will not manually update the resource’s telemetry (from their end),  
      |   - **Notify** the SC that the CAISO will commence blocking/buy back all AS products on the resource until telemetry is restored.  
      |   - **The CAISO is to manually** maintain the resource’s output via manual value replacement.  
      |   - **Create** a log in SLIC regarding the blocking/buy back of AS on the affected resource(s). |
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4. When telemetry has been restored,
   - **Verify** validity of the resource’s telemetry with the SC.
   - **Notify** RIG Engineering group that telemetry is restored on the affected resource(s) as necessary.
   - **End** the blocking/forced buy back of AS on the resource(s).

1.4. **Real-time Ancillary Service Blocking/Buyback**

   If a resource(s) either cannot provide Ancillary Services or must have the level of AS limited due to system condition or unit issue, then:

   **Note**: *This can take up to approximately 30 minutes to take effect.*
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   1. **Select** the resource(s) Resource ID in the Resource column of the RTM Operations>Generation>Reserve Management>AS Block.
      
      **Note**: *For MSG units only choose the parent ID not each configuration.*

   2. **Enter** the amount of Spin, Non-spin (Nspin), Regulation Up (Reg Up), and Regulation Down (Reg Dn) that the resource(s) can provide.

   3. **Enter** the Start and End time and dates for the AS blocking/buy back and press Update.

   4. **Select** the reason for the constraint (Resource or Transmission) in the Constraint Type drop-down.

      - **Utilize** “Transmission” to indicate that the AS is not deliverable due to a transmission constraint. The "Resource" drop-down is utilized to indicate that the AS is not deliverable due to a limitation on the resource itself however this should be modeled in OMS. "Resource" should only be used if unable to utilize OMS. This field is used by Settlements for the calculation of No Pay.

   5. **Enter** the reason for Ancillary Service Blocking in SLIC utilizing the "Generation Notes" template. Only one log is required per day as long as the reason for the AS blocking does not change.

   6. **Enter** the SLIC log number or outage card ID into the AS Block entry in the RTM.

   7. If the condition is expected to continue or repeat tomorrow,
      - **Coordinate** with Day-Ahead operations prior to 09:00 for consideration of blocking the AS in tomorrow’s Day-Ahead run.
1.5. Background

From time to time a resource is obligated to provide ancillary services due to an award from a market, but cannot provide the ancillary services that they are certified to provide; this could be due to a loss of telemetry (for regulation), a RIG or ICCP outage, a generator outage, a transmission outage, or a transmission limitation. If these limitations are known in advance of D+1 then the Day-Ahead Market operator may block AS procurement on selected resources by utilizing the DAM AS Blocker. If the AS limitation arises in real-time then the generation dispatcher needs to utilize the RTM AS Blocker to transfer the limitation to RTM so RTM will limit procurement, not procure, or force a disqualification of Day-Ahead AS awards in RTM and so that replacement ancillary services can be procured to meet NERC and WECC reliability standards. If additional real-time AS is needed verify that the required reserves are procured in the RTM AS Requirement Setter and/or request RMR non-spin per Operating Procedure 2310 Real-Time Reliability Must Run Unit Commitment and Dispatch.

2. Supporting Information

Operationally Affected Parties

Shared with the Public.
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Definitions

Unless the context otherwise indicates, any word or expression defined in the Master Definitions Supplement to the CAISO Tariff shall have that meaning when capitalized in this Operating Procedure.
Ancillary Service Blocking and Disqualification

The following additional terms are capitalized in this Operating Procedure when used as defined below:

None.
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